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Securing fragile nanostructures against external impact is indispensable for offering sufficiently long
lifetime in service to nanoengineering products, especially when coming in contact with other substances.
Indeed, this problem still remains a challenging task, which may be resolved with the help of smart materials
such as shape memory and self-healing materials. Here, we demonstrate a shape memory nanostructure that
can recover its shape by absorbing electromagnetic energy. Fullerenes were embedded into the fabricated
nanolens array. Beside the energy absorption, such addition enables a remarkable enhancement in
mechanical properties of shape memory polymer. The shape memory nanolens was numerically modeled to
impart more in-depth understanding on the physics regarding shape recovery behavior of the fabricated
nanolens. We anticipate that our strategy of combining the shape memory property with the microwave
irradiation feature can provide a new pathway for nanostructured systems able to ensure a long-term
durability.

E
normous effort has been made to fabricate nanostructures for a wide range of applications, such as optical1,2,
biological3, electrical4, mechanical5, thermal6,7, and chemical8 areas due to their exceptionally superior
physical features. Indeed, materials at nanoscale are allowed to reveal their own intrinsic, extraordinary

properties. However, nanostructure is susceptible to damage by external impact, which is a must-resolve dur-
ability issue for practical application. In this respect, smart materials responding to specific stimuli, especially
shape memory materials may act as a solution to such a matter. Shape memory materials are generally classified
into shape memory alloy (SMA) and shape memory polymer (SMP). SMPs which are recovered by entropy
change in their long and intertwined molecular chains have advantages over SMAs, such as low specific weight,
good processability, low cost, and large recovery strain (up to 800%)9. However, their major shortcoming is
relatively low recovery stress induced by poor mechanical properties such as hardness and Young’s modulus (e.g.,
1 , 3 MPa for SMPs versus 200 , 500 MPa for SMAs)10.

Herein, we introduce a new material system that is designed for overcoming the existing weakness of nano-
pattern, i.e., low durability by embedding fullerenes into SMPs. It is known that carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are
heated by microwave irradiation through transformation of electromagnetic energy into mechanical vibration11.
In a similar manner, fullerene, also called a buckyball, absorbs electromagnetic waves such as UV and microwave
and then emits heat toward surroundings due to its resonant responses to the wave entailing electron-phonon
scattering and phonon-phonon scattering3. Besides, fullerenes can offer good mechanical and electrical properties
to material systems. Such a thermophysical mechanism can serve as an energy source for the transition between
frozen and active phases of SMPs at transition temperature, Ttr when fullerenes are incorporated in SMPs.

Results
One of the biggest uses of nanostructured patterns is for optical application. For this reason, we constructed a
nanolens array with fullerene reinforced SMPs (Fig. 1a). The nanostructure was fabricated using nanoimprint
lithography. Fullerenes with a diameter of 1 nm were dispersed in Polynorbornene solution before the resulting
suspension was cast onto the nanopatterned silicon template fabricated via photolithography. C60 fullerenes,
which have large energy gaps between the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO
and LUMO), are soluble in many organic solvents. After preparing the fullerene/SMP layer, an additional PMMA
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layer was fabricated in an effort to give more stable dimensionality to
the nanostructure. As shown in Fig. 1b and 1c, a nanolens array
structure was formed.

We characterized the thermophysical features of fullerene embed-
ded SMPs. Fig. 2a presents the energy absorption behavior from a
microwave frequency electromagnetic field. The drastic increase in
temperature was observed for the SMPs containing 0.1 wt% fullerene
compared with the control sample without fullerene. In general, elec-
tromagnetic absorption relies upon the complex permeability (mr),
complex permittivity (er), electromagnetic impedance match of mate-
rials, and nanosized structures12. It has been reported that the addition
of as little as 0.04 wt% carbon nanotubes yields dramatic enhance-
ment of microwave absorbance by 500 times13. Basically, SMPs are
composed of two different phases, i.e., frozen phase and reversible
phase. The frozen phase with a higher thermal transition temperature
(Ttr 5 Tperm) acts as a physical crosslink maintaining permanent
shape, while the reversible phase with a lower phase transition tem-
perature (Ttr 5 Tg or Tm) plays the role of a ‘molecular switch’
fixating temporary shape14,15. The microwave heating can reach the
glass transition temperature (,37uC) of Polynorbornene. The incorp-
oration of particles into SMPs enables one to introduce fascinating
characteristics, such as high thermal and electrical conductivities,
magnetic- and moisture-responsive behavior, and superior mech-
anical properties9,16–18. For instance, the SMP composites filled with
either carbon powders19 or SiC particles20 yield enhanced mechanical

properties such as recovery stress and Young’s modulus. Interestingly,
embedding fullerene into SMPs allows us to bring in two different
effects, light-response feature and reinforcement at the same time.

Significant improvement of mechanical properties for fullerene
reinforced SMPs was detected from the nanoindentation experi-
ment (Fig. 2b) and the tensile test (Supplementary Fig. S11 and
Table S1). In particular, the addition of fullerene led to a remark-
able increase in Young’s modulus of the composite by more than
ten times (i.e., from 124 MPa to 1290 MPa). Furthermore, the
tensile strength and hardness of the specimen were significantly
enhanced by incorporating fullerene into SMPs. It turned out that
fullerene played a role in absorbing microwaves and reinforcing
materials successfully.

The fabricated nanolens array is demonstrated in Fig. 3a. The
array was deformed by pressing with a finger (Fig. 3b). The severely
deformed nanostructure was recovered with the help of microwave
irradiation (Fig. 3c). For more quantitative validation, atomic force
microscopy analysis was conducted (the insets in Fig. 3a, b, and c). In
this study, a new quantity, shape recovery ratio (Rs) was proposed to
describe the shape memory effect at nanoscale. A shape recovery
ratio of 97.6% was obtained based on the height of the nanolenses.
In addition, the strain recovery rate (Rr) and the strain fixity rate (Rf)
were measured to characterize the abilities of memorizing a perman-
ent shape and fixing a strain given to the sample, respectively. More
details are presented in Supplementary Information.

Figure 1 | Fullerene embedded nanolens array. (a), Schematic diagram of preparation procedure for the nanolens array. Nanostructure is generated

on the silicon template using photolithography. The SMP solution, where fullerenes are suspended, is cast on the nanopatterned template. In addition, a

PMMA layer is fabricated, followed by detaching the nanolens array from the silicon template. (b), (c), SEM images of the nanolens array ((b) top view

and (c) tilt view). The scale bars indicate 200 nm.
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We identified the shape recovery behavior of the nanostructure
made of fullerene embedded SMPs. Thus far, the recovery property
of shape memory materials has been stressed mainly at macroscale.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report to apply the shape
memory feature to the nanoscale structure. The thermomechanical
cycle of the shape memory material consists of the programming and
recovery processes (Supplementary Fig. S1). In the programming
process, SMP is deformed from its permanent shape to temporary
shape at a high temperature and then cooled down. On the other
hand, the recovery process is conducted by heating SMP above a
transition temperature. This is the so-called one-way shape memory
effect.

To understand the underlying physics of the shape memory beha-
vior, we carried out thermomechanical constitutive modeling21. In
general, two approaches have been adopted to describe the thermo-
mechanical behavior of SMPs22: one is a linear viscoelastic model23

and the other a micromechanical model based on phase transition24.

Since the micromechanical model implemented in this study utilizes
internal state variables and molecular mechanism of SMPs, it can
predict strain storage and recovery behaviors using the calculated
correlation among stress, strain, and temperature. More details
regarding the constitutive modeling are presented in Supplemen-
tary Information. The simulation results demonstrate that the nano-
lens completely recovers its initial shape through the reversible
transition between permanent and temporary shapes (Fig. 3d, e,
and f). This stress-free strain recovery is induced by the thermome-
chanical cycle of stress, strain, and temperature (Supplementary Fig.
S1). In addition, the model predictions successfully describe the
deformation and recovery of the nanostructure on the nanoscale.

Compared with other nanostructured arrays such as nanorods25,
nanocones26, and nanodomes27, nanolens array has relatively high
optical transmittance, which can provide superior power or light
generation in optical devices28,29. The optical behavior of initial,
deformed, and recovered nanostructures are compared in terms of

Figure 2 | Thermophysical and mechanical behavior of the nanolens array. (a), Temperature versus time for the nanolens array with and without

fullerenes. The nanostructure absorbs electromagnetic wave, which is as a result of the embedded fullerenes in the SMP. Such an increment in temperature

is high enough to reach the transition temperature of SMPs. (b), Load versus displacement for the nanolens array with and without fullerenes. The results

are obtained via the nanoindentation experiment. The fullerene reinforced nanostructure provides the enhanced load-displacement relation compared

with the specimen without fullerenes.

Figure 3 | Shape Recovery Characteristics of nanolens array. (a), (b), (c), SEM images of the nanolens array ((a) initial, (b) deformed, and (c) recovered

states). The nanostructure is deformed by an external force. After then, the microwave is irradiated on the nanolens array, thus recovering its original

shape. The scale bars indicate 500 nm. AFM analyses for the nanolens array are carried out (the insets). The shape recovery behavior of the nanolens array

is identified in a quantitative manner (shape recovery ratio of 97.6%). (d), (e), (f), Finite element analyses for the shape memory nanolens array

((h) initial, (i) deformed, and (k) recovered states). The modeling is performed using the thermomechanical cycle of stress, strain, and temperature.
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transmittance with respect to wavelength (Fig. 4a). Similar to the
mechanical recovery behavior aforementioned, the nanolens array
is optically recovered by means of microwave irradiation. The dis-
tinction between the transmittance values of the deformed and
recovered nanolens arrays is quite big, which suggests that the shape
recovery nature can yield distinguished output in optical applica-
tions. The repeatability of the experimental results is presented in
Supplementary Fig. S8. For the sake of validation, the computational
electrodynamics of the nanolens array is modeled using the finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) method (Fig. 4a). Both the simu-
lation and experiment results reveal that the nanostructure not only
suppresses reflectance but also traps more photons from incident
light. The interaction between the incident light and the nanolens
decreases with shifting to the long-wave regime, and incident light
with a long wavelength can penetrate the nanostructure more
readily. This is attributed to the fact that the transmittance increases
with an increase in the wavelength. Fig. 4b displays the effect of
the presence/absence of the nanolens on the transmittance (Supple-
mentary Fig. S9). The existence of the nanostructure is of importance
to decrease reduction in the transmittance with inclining the spe-
cimen, especially at 40u. Indeed, with help of the nanostructure, the
transmittance through the nanopattern can remain nearly at the
same level up to 30u inclination, which is critical for practical appli-
cations, such as solar cells due to its advantage in harvesting incident
sunlight. Since fullerenes absorb electromagnetic wave (the inset of
Fig. 4b), the fullerene embedded nanolens array exhibits slightly
decreased transmittance compared with the nanolens without
fullerene.

Additional investigation into the recovery behavior of the nano-
lens array is carried out by analyzing the contact angle (Fig. 4d–f).
Depending on the thermomechanical cycles of the specimen, the
contact angle changes from 113u, 68u, through 112u for initial,
deformed, and recovered states, respectively. Considering the shape
recovery ratio (97.6%) mentioned before, the recovery ratio of the

contact angle is found to be significantly enhanced. The relevant
repeatability results are illustrated in Supplementary Fig. S13.

From a practical perspective, one of the key requirements for
nanolenses is a low surface energy that can enhance the contact angle
(CA) of solid surface30. A self-cleaning nature of nanostructure is
embodied by achieving low contact angle hysteresis (CAH) rather
than a large CA since the former is a driving force for removing a
liquid droplet5. For further understanding on the contact angle phe-
nomenon, thermodynamic analysis including free energy (FE) and
free energy barrier (FEB) of a metastable wetting state is conducted
for verifying the experimental results (Fig. 5a). Two extreme cases,
the noncomposite Wenzel state and the composite Cassie state, are
simulated through the thermodynamic approach proposed in the
current study. The normalized free energy result shows that the
Wenzel and Cassie states have the minimum free energies at angles
of 82u and 138u, respectively, and that the contact angle (113u)
measured experimentally is in between those angles (Fig. 5b). This
indicates that the surface state can be described by a combination of
the Wenzel and Cassie systems. Depending on the arc angle of the
nanolens a (or the arc length), the normalized free energy of the
Wenzel state varies (Fig. 5c). In other words, the higher arc angle
leads to the lower contact angle. CAH can be characterized by the
distinction between the contact angles of advancing and receding
droplets from one metastable state to another. Assuming a zero
vibrational energy, the Cassie state provides a much larger CAH
(i.e., the difference between an advancing angle of 176u and a reced-
ing angle of 82u) than the Wenzel state (Fig. 5d). Also, the normal-
ized free energy barrier is analyzed according to the arc angle
(Fig. 5e).

Discussion
We demonstrated the shape memory nanolens array that contains
fullerenes not only to absorb electromagnetic energy but also to
reinforce the nanostructure. In particular, Young’s modulus of the

Figure 4 | Optical and surface characterizations of the nanolens array. (a), Transmittance versus wavelength of the nanolens array. The initial, deformed,

and recovered nanostructures are compared in terms of transmittance. It turns out that the nanolens array is optically recovered as a result of the

absorption of electromagnetic energy. In addition, the numerical simulation result obtained from FDTD is compared with the experimental results.

(b), Transmittance versus wavelength of the nanolens array. The transmittance changes according to the angle of the incident light. The transmittance

remains nearly at the same level up to 30uinclination. There is a significant difference between the transmittances for the specimens with and without

fullerenes due to the electromagnetic wave absorption of fullerenes as shown in the inset. (c), (d), (e), Contact angle variation of the nanolens array

((d) initial, (e) deformed, and (f) recovered states). The contact angle starts with 113u, decreases down to 68u, and returns to 112u.
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composite was enhanced by more than ten times by incorporating
fullerene into SMPs. The shape recovery behavior, optical prop-
erties, and contact angle of the nanolens array were investigated
numerically and experimentally. We foresee that this material sys-

tem can be employed for manifold functional applications ranging
from passive actuators and sensors, adaptive optical devices, and
energy devices to surface engineering applications such as coating
and tribology.

Figure 5 | Contact angle analyses of the nanolens array. (a), Schematic illustration of the nanolens array structure for theoretical calculation. The bold

line indicates the contact between the nanolens and a liquid droplet. The resulting contact angle is obtained through thermodynamic analysis. In addition,

advancing (i R k) and receding (i R j) cases are taken into account to obtain the lowest surface energy. (b), Normalized free energy (FE) versus contact

angle. The composite (Cassie) and noncomposite (Wenzel) wetting states are considered in the calculation. The Wenzel and Cassie states show the

minimum free energies at angles of 82u and 138u, respectively. (c), Normalized free energy of the nanolens array. The normalized FE decreases with

increasing the arc angle of the nanolens. (d), Normalized receding and advancing free energy barrier (FEM) versus contact angle. The Cassie state has

much bigger CAH than the Wenzel state. (e), Normalized free energy barrier (FEM) analyzed according to the arc angle.
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Methods
Sample preparation. Norsorex (Polynorbornene) selected as a shape memory
polymer was obtained from Astrotech (Supplementary Fig. S2 a), and pristine
fullerenes were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Supplementary Fig. S2 b). All other
chemicals were supplied by Fisher.

A silicon mold was fabricated for nanoimprinting using photolithography
(Supplementary Fig. S3a). Prior to running experiments, the mold was treated with
trichlorosilane at 80uC for 4 hours for imposing hydrophobicity on the surface.
Toluene was used as a solvent for Polynorbornene and Poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA). Fullerenes were dispersed in toluene for 30 min with the use of sonication,
and then SMP was added in the suspension at 125uC.

Modeling. Numerical analysis on the thermomechanical behavior of nanolens array
was carried out. The constitutive model for SMPs was implemented using the
nonlinear finite element software ABAQUS/Standard in conjunction with a user-
defined subroutine (UMAT) and C3D8HT thermo-mechanically-coupled elements.
For optical simulation, the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method was used to
consider the interaction between incident light and nanolens array applying the
periodic boundary condition in plane and the perfectly matched layer (PML)
boundary condition out of plane (Supplementary Fig. S7).

Contact angle phenomena were investigated through thermodynamic analysis. For
the composite state, the corresponding geometrical relation and free energy differ-
ences are expressed as follows:
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where c is the liquid surface tension, F is the FE, and hY is the intrinsic CA. The other
equations for the noncomposite state are given in Supplementary Information. Those
equations were calculated repeatedly to obtain the equilibrated contact angles of the
Wenzel and Cassie states.

Characterization. Morphological observation was conducted with a field emission
scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) (Vecco, S-4300) and a transmission electron
microscope (TEM) (JEOL, JEM-3011). The atomic force microscopy (AFM)
micrographs were obtained using a Hitachi Nanoman instrument. Raman
spectroscopy analysis (LabRAM ARAMIS) was carried out to identify the presence of
fullerene particles dispersed in the SMP. Microwave was irradiated on the microlens
array for 5 min using a microwave machine with a power of 1000 W. The
temperature of nanolens array was measured using an infrared thermometer
(RayTemp). Mechanical tensile stress experiments were carried out using a universal
testing machine. The tensile tests were performed at room temperature (25uC) at an
extension rate of 1 mm/min, and the thermomechanical tests were also conducted to
analyze the shape memory properties of the specimens. More details about the cyclic
tensile experiments are explained in Supplementary Information. Nanoindentation
experiments were performed using a high temperature ultra-nanoindentation tester
(UltraNano, CSM). The contact angle of nanolens array was measured using a contact
angle meter (Phoenix-300, SEO). Transmittance and reflectance measurements were
carried out using a UV-visible spectrometer (PerkinElmer, Lambda 1050)
(Supplementary Fig. S10a).
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